Theatre Sheridan presents
"LA REVUE"
A refreshing evening with singing, dancing and spoken words, presented in a variety show format.
April 28, 29, 30 May 1, 1982

Featuring the
Music Theatre students of Performance Studies, Sheridan College.
Drinks, refreshments and food, may be purchased before the show, during the intermission, and after the performance.
We regret that cameras are NOT permitted in the theatre during the performance.

THE COMPANY
Ben Ayres, Mike Bloom, Sharon Boehm, Mary Bozzo, Tim Brazier, Cherilyn Clark, Zlatko Ceticin, Karen Danton, Cari Lee Fallis, Judy Frow, Paula Gardin, Maria Gordon, Brian Grist, Jane Habermell, Janet Hayward, Gail Hurlbut, Lucy Lawlor, Karen MacDonald, Steve MacDonald, Perry Marszowski, Sonia May, Sonja McGirr, Gail McKay, Joanne Miziolek, Marianne Nugent, Wendy Pawson, Jennifer Rockett, Amber Savage, Nancy Serron, Geremy Vincent, Steve Wilbee, Robin Williams, Vivienne Williams, Desmond Wycks.

ACT I:
i) Welcome to the Theatre
ii) Brass Tax
iii) The Survivors
iv) I'll Never Do Anything Twice
v) The Streets of Laredo
vi) The P.D.Q. Club
vii) Miss Vivienne Williams and Mr. Perry Marszowski
viii) The Government Man
ix) The Sheridan Way Dancers
x) The Mission
xi) Indecella
xii) The Broadway Ensemble
xiii) Monahan's
xiv) All to Our Credit
(15 minute intermission)

ACT II:
i) The Sheridan Way Singers and Dancers
ii) The Vacation
iii) Mon Pays
iv) The Wedding
v) Fever
vi) The Different Vein
vii) B & B
viii) The Hole in the Budget
ix) Heartbeat
x) Finale

"LA REVUE!" FACULTY AND STAFF
Director ........................................ Rod Maxwell
Choreographers ......................... Maureen Shone, Gwen Palin
Band Co-ordinators ..................... Alan Poaps, Mike Stanutz
Resident Designer ........................ Jackson Turner
Production Manager .................... Marilyn Lawrie
Technical Director .......................... Richard Koyama
Vocal Coach ................................. Jean Minnely
Lighting Consultant .................... Peter Rogers
Costume Design and Cutter .......... Carol Vizard-Walsh
Sound Consultant .......................... Jim Boutiller
Box Office Manager ..................... Margaret Ferenbach

PRODUCTION STAFF
Stage Manager .............................. Debbie Persad
Ass't Stage Manager ..................... Shairen Sanec
Ass't Production Manager .......... Carol Simpson
Carpenters ................................. John Paul Langelooh, Michael Little, Jennifer O'Connor
Property Co-ordinator ................. Don Oxley
Property Ass't .............................. Michael Little
Lighting Design ............................ Dave Scott
Master Electrician ....................... Carol Simpson
Lighting Technicians ................. Elizabeth Farquharson, Scott Weil
Follow Spot Operators .............. David Othen, Amy Reuben
Sound Mix ................................. Denise Lisson
Sound Effects ............................. Laird K. Rayner
Costume Co-Ordinators ............ Jennifer O'Connor, Amy Reuben
House Managers ......................... Melissa Veal, Denise Paquette

The Production Staff Wishes to express their thanks to the following:
The Design and Printing Depts., Information Services, the Campus Supervisors, the Media Arts Dept., Beaver Foods, the costume assistants, and our front of house and bar staff.